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Optical Reflectivity of Si above the Melting Point
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The rariatlon of the opt~c;tlreflectiv~tya1 a Si srnelc cry\tal durins irradiation ~ t r t htwo succcrslvc
Vd.YAG law6 pulreq 15 ~ n i c \ t ~ g a t ewd ~ t hn< reqolutlnn The first pule melt< the ~ u r f x c cand thcrcfnrc
the reflectlcln uueGc~entIl>crcilseq u p tn the \aluc nC the rnetall~cliquid at thc rncEtiny tcrnpcr,rIurc
(16x5 K). Ilpcln further lic;rl~ngthe wrT:~cc with thc sccond, t~inc-rlclnyedpulsc, ;I dccrea~cof thc
rcflection cocf'ilcient is ohscrved, resurt ~ n gCrom the temperature-dcpcndent diclcct rrc Ciinct~nno l the
molten Si. Thc largest dccrc;rse in thc rcllcctivity that coilld be rc;!chud beforc dnrn;rglny thc 5urG:lcc
;~rnountedto On'o Cor a prnhc wavelen~thr>C 633 nm. Thc application 01 a simplc 1)rriclu modcl for nhc
optical conxtiints a b m e thc mclting point is discussed.

Dic ~ n d e r u n ~ im
c n opt isclicn Rcflexionavcrmogen eincc S~Ii~iurn-Einkrlxtalles
wiihrcnd der Bestr:~hl~~ng
mit zwei a u f c ~ n : ~ n drolycncicn
er
Nd:YAG-1,aserpulscn wird mib ns Auflbsung i~ntcrsucht.Dcr crrlu
Puls schmllrt dic Oberfli~uhc,und der Rcflcxionskoefii~cntsteigt dirhcr auf den Wcrt der metalllschcn
Fl~issigkeit :in Schmellpunkt ( 1 685 K 1 h'citeres f lc17cn der U b c r L ~ c h ernit rlcm ZM elten. K I I vct7ogerten Pulq fuhrt fu clncr Verr~ngcrungdes Rcflc~~onsvermo~cns
aurgruntl der tempcr;rtur;ibhangigcn d~clcktrischcnFunktlon dcs gcschmolzencn Si. Die griilltc b'crsingerung dus Reflcx~onc\crmugens, dic crreich~werrlcn kann, hcvnr die Oherfliiche Lerstort w~ril.hetrngt O"/n riir cinc Tcltwcllenlinyc von 633 nm Dic Anwendun? cines einfitchvn Drudemodcllc fitr die npt~suhcnK n n ~ t : ~ r ~ t c n
ubcr dem Schmcl7punkt u ~ r r ltliskutiert.
1. Introduction

Thc thermal mndel for nonosccond I:iqcr annealing OF Si i s widcly accepted. Above a certain
(pulse-w~dthand wavclcngth dependent) energy threshold E, the surfacc or :I silicon crystaI
is melted [ I ] . Thc recryct;~llisationof ~ h melt
c
proceeds from t h e crystal- liquid boundary
and move5 t o w a r d s thc ~urfaceon a nanosecond timesc;tlc. A series or time-rcsr)lvcd
experimc~lls(LEED [2], X-rays [3]. :uld optic31 rncasurements /4]) as well ;IS thc numerical
solution of thc heat diNt~sinnequation [3] support this motlcl in the lo!+-energy range.
Expenmen15 in the hipher-energ! range ( E > 2I.',) show that the ternpcrature of the I ~ q u ~ d
surface can con~iderahlycxceed thc melting tempcrature IT,, = 1685 K). Time-of-fl~eht
measuremcnts of atoms cvaporatcd rrom the surfitce by a n;~nasecondlawr pulsc indic:~tc
a tcmperaturc bctween 2M0 and ?000 K [6]. Timc-resolved pyrnmetsic mcawrernents of
the surface tcmperature qhnw tempcrntures above 2000. K as well 171. A consequence of the
~ncreasinptcmperaturc or the melt should be a change in thc optical conct:tnts of the liq~tid
:ind in particular a changc of the reflcc~ioncoeficicnt. ATthough there are some indicatlon~
that a varialion ofthe opr~calconstants does indectF exist [4]. thc only systematic investipatinn
or the optical propertic< in the high-energy reyirnc found no c h a n ~ e[R].
In t h ~ r \; ~ n r kw e report nn a detailcri study sho~vinga dictinct decrease: of t h e reflection
coefic~entof Si m the liquid phasc heated well above the mclting ternper;lture duriny 11s
laser annealing.
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2. Experimental

The samples used here wcre polished silicon wafers with (100) and (1 11) orientation. The
annealing laser was a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG with a pulse length of 7 ns
(FWHM) and a beam profile close to TEM,,. For the measurements of the reflectivity we
used a focused, p-polarized HeNe laser beam (=
i633 nm, 7 mW) with an angle of incidence
of 30" and a l/e diameter at the sample smfacc of 20 pm. The Nd:YAG laser pulse, incident
perpendicular to the surface, was only mildly focused to a spot diameter of about 0.5 mm,
i.e. the variation or the pulse laser beam across the diameter of the test laser focus was
small. The light reflected from the surface was dctected by a pin diode (risctirne < 1 ns)
and registered by a fast digital storage oscilloscope (HP 54111D). interference filters in
front or the pin diode suppressed contributions of the Nd:YAG light to the measured signal.
For the double pulse experiments the Nd:YAG laser beam was split by a 50:50 beam
splitter, one part being delayed with respect to the other by 28 ns and then focused onto
the same spot or the sample.
3. Results amd Discussion

In principle, information about the laser-induced change of the surface ternperaturc and
reflectivity in the liquid state can be obtained from single pulse experiments. However, the
doublc pulse measurements described here are interpreted more readily: The leading pulse
generates a molten layer thick compared 2 0 thc penetration depth of the laser light, so that
the second pulse - which is the one to be analysed in detail - is absorbed under well-defined
conditions. Moreover, the effects due to heating the liquid surface are relatively subtle and
thus in a single pulse experiment are easily obscured by the huge change in the reflectivity
upon melting. By contrast, in a double pulse experiment these two processes are well
separated.
In the examples given below the energy density of the first pulse was held fixed at
R, = 1+03/crn2, whereas thc energy density or the second delayed pulse was varied. In
Fig. 1 a to d four reflectivity curves are plotted for E, = 0,O.S. 1.4, and 1.8 J/cm< respectively.
Fig. 1a, which represents the effect of laser heating by the first pulse alone, shows that at
the given energy density a molten layer is created which exists for 55 ns, in good agreement
with previous work [4]. In the trace of Fig. lb, the reflectivity appears not to be affected
within the experimental resolution as the delayed pulse (whose pasition is marked by an
arrow) hits the surface. Nevertheless, the additional energy input due to the second pulse
manifests itself in an increased lifetime of the high reflectivity liquid phase, 115 ns in this
case. As the energy of thc second pulse is fwrther increased, however, the heating of the
liquid surface leads to a clearly discernible dip in the reflectivity (e.g. AR = 3.4% at
E , = 1.4 ~ / c r nin~ Fig. I c). This dip becomes even more pronounced at higher energies,
reaching AR = 9 % at E , = 1.8 J/cm2 (Fig. 1d). Beyond that value the surface is permanently
damaged. The energy dependence of this effect is shown in more detail in Fig. 2, where data
for the value of the reflectivity minimum in the dip arc plotted versus the pulse energy
density E,.
A closer inspection of the data of Fig. 1 reveals that the minimum reflectivity in the dip
is reached sIightly after the intensity maximum of the second laser pulse. Afterwards R
relaxes back to the reflectivity of the liquid Si at the melting temperature with a time
constant of 10 ns.
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Fig. 1. Time-resolved reflectivity trace El = 1.0 J/cm2. a) E, = 0, b) 0.5,
c) 1.4, d) 1 8 J/cm2. Laser pulscs are
marked hy arrows

We observed no measurable
difference in the behaviour of the
Si(100) and the Si(1 l I ) surface.
Simultaneous mcasurements of
the reflectivity at 488 nm show
essentially the same results [9].
In order to describe the behaviour of the optical constants
with increasing temperalure we
iisc a Drude model, following GLPsakov et nl. [81. The dielectric
ftinction e = c , + is, can be written in the form

whe re o,is Ihc plasma frequency
"
0 1 rhc
.. electrons and fi), the electranI-phonon collision frequency.
I n a Erst approximation we con..
sider w, to be constant in the melt
at all temperatures and assume
the collision frequency to increase
linearly with tempcrature [XI,
. I

1

cr;r,(Tm)is takcn from the optical

100
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300 400 500 constants of liquid silicon at the
t(ns) P melting point [TO], On the basis
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Fig. 2. Minimum value of the reflectivity dip resulting from the second pulse with cncrgy E ,

of (1) and (2) one obtains a temperature-dcpendent reflectivity (Fig. 3, curve I), which can
bc used to derive the surface temperature of the molten Si from the measured values of the
reflection coefficient. The resulting surface temperatures corresponding to the reflectivity
data of Fig. 2 are shown as squares in Fig. 4.
On the other hand, we have calculated the surface temperature as a function of the laser
pulse energy by solving the heat diffusion equation (based on the finite difference method
[5]). In the calculation the change of the optical constants of the liquid resulting from (1)
and (2) were taken into account. The surface temperatures obtained in this way were
distinctly higher than those resulting from the measurements (see Fig. 4). Regarding the
time dependence, however, the calculations show the same relaxation behaviour as the
measured signal: the reflectivity decrease disappears with a time constant of 10 ns.
The discrepancy displayed in Fig. 4 indicates that thc simple Drude model used above
is not sufficient to describe the reflectivity reduction of the melt. In a more extended approach
we have therefore taken into account two additional effects which influence R ( T ) : (i) the
thcrmal expansion [13] and (ii) the destruction of persistent covalent bonds in the liquid [14].
Good agreement between the measured and calculated data is obtained if we assume that
o, increases with temperature as w; ' (do,/d T ) = 2 x 1OV4 K- , due to the second
contribution (the first contribution only yields a small correction of opposite sign). The
resulting R ( T )is shown in Fig. 3 (curve 2). A detailed discussion of these models will be the
topic of a separate paper.
The measured surface tempcratures as well as the reduced reflection coeficients are
consistent with experimental data of other groups: As remarked in the Introduction the
experiments of Stritzker et al. [6] and Kemmler et al. [7J indicate temperatures above 2000 K.
In the work of Baeri et al. [Ill and Smko et al. [12] a reflection coefficient several percent
smaller than the value at the melting point was used to get agreement between calculations
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the reflectivity using (1) the slmple Drude model, (2) the extended
model as discussed in the text

Fig. 4. Maximum surface temperature resulting from the second pulse with energy E , as caIculated
from heat diflusion equation (solid line) and from the experimental data of Fig. 2 using the Drude
model (squaresj
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and the experimental results. This can be explained on the basis of the temperature-dependent
dielectric function.
The question remains why Gusakov ct al. [R] did not find any temperature-related changes
of the dielectric constants in their experiment, which was quite similar to our arrangement
except Tor thc different timescale (their laser pulses are ten times longer). They suggest that
on their timescale on additional mechanism for heat conduction (convection) may he
involved.
In summary our measurements complete the thermal model of nanosecond Iases annealing.
The experiments show that rhc optical constants of the liquid Si change with temperature.
The reduction in reflectivity during the laser pulse, which may increase the absorbed energy
up to 30%, has to be considered in numerical calculations of laser annealing and results
in higher surface temperatures and longer melting times compared to calculations where
the reflectivity change is neglected.
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